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Although the snow has been unrelenting for the past
several weeks, we could all very well wake up to
beautiful spring weather any day now! Grasses,
flowers, and other plants may be sound asleep
underneath the cover of snow, but they are
simultaneously hard at work preparing to emerge from
the frozen ground and reach for the warmth of the sun.
Springtime represents an important transition for your
lawn, and a handful of key steps will give your lawn its
best chance to achieve beauty and longevity
throughout the coming months. Don’t let spring sneak
up on you and cause you to miss your opportunity to
provide your lawn with all possible advantages! Luckily,
Masterseed is here to help you at this important time!
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Masterseed provides a variety of services ranging from
fertilization and aeration to complete lawn restoration
and installation. Whether you simply need routine care
for an already thriving lawn or you are starting from
scratch, Masterseed has a solution for you!
Michael, the owner of Masterseed, has been working
in lawncare for more than 10 years and has extensive
knowledge of plant biology and physiology, plant pests
and parasites, and strategies to overcome both
common and uncommon lawncare problems.
Continue reading to learn about important actions that
you should be considering now in preparation for spring
and how Masterseed can help!
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1. RAKE! After the snow has melted, remove
any areas of soil compaction and thatch to
allow grass to poke through the ground
and prevent weeds.
2. FILL HOLES with top soil to reconcile
uneven ground.
3. TEST YOUR SOIL to ensure optimal
growth conditions. Masterseed can help
determine the pH and moisture content of
soil, among other factors.
4. AERATE to allow additional seed (if
applied), nutrients, and oxygen to
penetrate the soil.
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5. PREVENT WEEDS by applying a preemergent, or reach out to Masterseed to
schedule this service!
6. FERTILIZE your lawn, but be aware that
the type and amount applied are critical.
Contact Masterseed to discuss your
fertilization needs and schedule this
service!
7. ASK ABOUT HYDROSEEDING to repair
bare and/or struggling areas in your lawn.
Hydroseeding is also a great way to
establish a complete, brand new lawn.
Masterseed can customize a seed blend
according to your needs and help you
achieve the lawn of your dreams!

